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Abstract—Recent advances in soft electronics are enabling
new devices that can stretch and conform to curved, soft, or
dynamic surfaces, whether in engineering systems or the human
body. However, the close coupling of mechanical and electronic
behavior in these devices can limit performance and introduce
artifacts. In order to mitigate negative effects, and to facilitate
greater control over mechanical and electronic performance, we
present a method for designing soft tactile sensors based on multilayer heterogeneous 3D structures that combine active layers,
containing embedded liquid metal electrodes, with passive and
mechanically tunable layers, containing air cavities and micropillar array geometric supports. The assembled devices consist of
thin membranes that integrate arrays of tactile sensors with 2
mm spatial resolution. They are produced using a soft lithography
fabrication method based on the casting, alignment, and fusion
of multiple functional layers in a soft polymer substrate. We
have optimized the electronic and mechanical performance of
these devices using numerical simulations. The results accurately
predicted measured performance, making it possible to tailor
both electronic and mechanical properties. These methods enable
the design of tactile sensing arrays that are highly conformable
and robust, and that possess a number of desirable attributes,
including high sensitivity, monotonic output, good linearity, low
cross-talk, low rate dependence, and low hysteresis. This may
enable new applications in wearable electronics, healthcare, and
robotics.
Index Terms—Tactile Sensing, Soft Lithography, Wearability,
Capacitance, Multi-layer

I. I NTRODUCTION
N encouraging trend in recent years has been the creation
of electronic devices, including multimodal sensors, that
can stretch to conform to arbitrary curved, soft, or dynamic
surfaces, including the human body. The unique mechanical
properties of these devices is creating new applications in
areas ranging from wearable health monitors to electronic skin
for robots. With these opportunities come new difficulties,
due to the strong coupling of electronic and mechanical
effects that these devices frequently entail. However, through
careful design and materials selection, these challenges can be
overcome, allowing these couplings can be utilized to improve
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device performance, as we demonstrate in the work presented
here.
Stretchable tactile sensors could one day augment human
and machine interactions with real-world environments, by
mechanically tailoring interactions, and electronically capturing activities, in ways that evoke the remarkable functional
characteristics of human skin. This could benefit applications
in robotics, virtual reality, and prosthetics.
During touch interaction with real-world objects, contact
surfaces are generally non-planar, and are instead typically
curved and compliant, and may furthermore change dynamically according to the shape of the hand or the geometry of
contact. Consequently, it is widely recognized that any electronic tactile sensing device that is to operate in unconstrained
environments should be compliant, and adaptable to the surfaces involved. Most tactile sensors that have been developed
utilize stiff substrates that are not able to significantly deform
without failure. Even those devices that are able to flex (due
to the use of flexible electronic substrates) can impair tactile
sensing, since they largely impede the capture of shear strains,
and make it difficult to maintain slip-free contact during shear
interactions with a contact surface, as are commonly observed
in touch, grasping, object lifting, and manipulation.
Recently, several researchers have proposed strategies for
realizing tactile sensing devices that are constructed from
stretchable materials [1–7], flexible substrates [8–11], or with
geometries that admit deformation through fine articulation or
meshing [12–15]. Among these, methods involving the embedding liquid metal alloy within soft synthetic polymers [1, 2,
6] or somewhat stiffer polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) [16, 17],
have received the greatest interest. The intrinsic stretchability
of these materials makes them suitable for realizing soft
electronic devices, including wearable electronics, that are able
to conform to a wide range of surfaces and materials.
Although several approaches to the design and fabrication
of compliant sensor arrays have been reported in the literature,
current methods are not able to ensure that a device can
function within a specified operating range of forces, or, more
generally, meet application-dependent electronic or mechanical performance requirements. Rather, mechanical considerations of softness often constrain electronic performance. For
example, we recently demonstrated that the sensitivity and
effective operating range of soft, solid cast capacitive sensors
is theoretically and empirically limited due to the existence
of a non-monotonic regime at low strains [6, 7]. This cannot
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Fig. 1: Overview of the compliant tactile sensing arrays. a)
The 9 × 9 tested sensor array. b) Indentation test on a flat
surface. c) Measurements under indentation testing (300 µm
depth). d) Stretching a 9 × 17 sensor. e,f) The compliance of
the sensor allows it to be worn on a robot or human finger.

be trivially avoided (for example, by altering the material or
geometry), due to the dependence of electronic measurements
on volumetric strain. Several other undesirable effects can arise
for similar reasons. These include mechanically-induced crosstalk, strain-rate dependence, hysteresis, and strain-induced
channel collapse and electrical failure.
In order to mitigate such effects, and to facilitate greater
control over mechanical and electronic performance, we have
developed a design method for soft micromechanical devices,
described here for the first time, based on a multi-layer
heterogeneous 3D structure. It combines membranes with
embedded soft electrodes, similar to those used in previous
devices, with passive and mechanically tunable layers that
contain air cavities. These cavities are separated by micropillar
array geometric supports. After assembly, the resulting devices consist of thin membranes integrating arrays of tactile
sensors. They are able to perform sensing while preserving
high stretchability (over 200%, Fig. 1), spatial resolution,

sensitivity, and dynamic response. In order to fabricate these
devices, we have developed a soft lithography fabrication
method based on the casting, alignment, and fusion of multiple
functional layers in a soft, addition-cured polymer substrate.
The method that we propose is simple, and yields threedimensional geometric detail that would be more difficult to
realize using other methods.
The present manuscript describes the design of tactile
sensors that utilize this approach, and presents soft lithography
methods for fabricating them. In order to better explain and
analyze the mechanical and electronic performance of these
devices, we performed numerical simulations. We used the
results of simulations to optimize prototype sensors with 2 mm
× 2 mm spatial resolution, which we then fabricated and tested
under distributed (2D) loading conditions. Measurements were
in close agreement with numerical predictions, and revealed
that these devices were able to achieve high sensitivity, linear
response, low cross-talk, and low levels of hysteresis. A graphical overview of the results is given in Figure 1. The following
sections of the paper review our approach to modeling these
devices, the use of numerical simulations to guide their design,
and a multi-layer soft lithography fabrication method used
to produce them. We also present the results of single-point
testing and tactile imaging with sensors fabricated using these
methods.
In summary, the main contributions of this paper are a new
design for soft micromechanical sensors for capacitive imaging, a demonstration that this design is able to overcome fundamental limitations on the sensitivity of solid cast capacitive
sensors, a method for efficient fabrication of heterogeneous,
multi-layer soft tactile sensors, and a demonstration that the
resulting sensors are able to perform tactile imaging on flat and
curved surfaces with high performance, including high spatial
resolution, dynamic range, sensitivity, and low crosstalk.
II. M ULTILAYER SENSOR DESIGN
In order to realize resilient, mechanically tunable, and
electronically responsive tactile sensors, we combine methods
for designing capacitive array sensors with soft lithography
techniques for creating intrinsically deformable, heterogeneous
membranes.
A. Operating principle
Mutual capacitance sensing is based on the change in
capacitance between two electrodes that accompanies changes
their geometric configuration or the proximity of dielectric
materials in their vicinity. When pressure is applied to a compliant capacitance sensor, the distance between the electrodes
is reduced, yielding an increase capacitance, assuming that
other factors, such as the electrode geometry, are unchanged.
Tactile sensing arrays based on mutual capacitance are often
formed, as in our device, through the arrangement of parallel
electrodes in orthogonal directions on two layers. We refer to
the region of closest approach between each pair, consisting of
an upper and lower electrode, as a sensing cell. In our device,
the electrodes are embedded in a highly elastic substrate,
so that a surface pressure applied to the device will elicit
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B. Sensor design
Our design method yields multilayer sensing arrays in the
form of a composite membrane constructed from three layers.
Two of these layers contain arrays of soft electrodes, and a
third layer contains an array of micropillar structures (Fig. 2).
To achieve high levels of compliance, we cast these layers
from low modulus synthetic polymer, and combine them to
yield a thin multi-layer membrane (thickness t).
We design the electrode layers as soft rectangular plates
containing parallel arrays of microfluidic channels. The channels (diameter d), initially empty, are embedded in the elastic
substrate, and subsequently filled with electrically conductive
liquid metal alloy (eutectic Gallium Indium, eGaIn). The
microchannel spacing is constant within each layer, and their
center-to-center spacing, s, determines the spatial sensing
resolution.
In order to make it possible to tune the operating range of
pressures according to application requirements, we introduce
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Fig. 3: Finite element model and simulation results. a) Structure of the simulated model, using the same parameters of
the sample shown in Figure 2. b) Cross-section view of
displacement along a 45° diagonal section. c, d) Top-view
of the displacement and stress, respectively, of the sensing
cell under compression and its surrounding micropillars. e)
Capacitance change (%) with normal indentation (µm).

Fig. 2: Structure of the multilayer stretchable tactile sensing
array. a) The overview of a 9 × 9 sensing array. b) Magnified
top-view, showing the configuration of microchannels and
micropillars. c-e) Section views of the sensing array, showing
the sensor’s multilayer structure.

a strain that reduces the inter-electrode distance, increasing
mutual capacitance between them. By measuring this change
in mutual capacitance, and combining this with electronic and
mechanical measurements performed during device calibration, we are able to map the sensed capacitance values to the
local strain or pressure, realizing an electronic sensor.
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Fig. 4: Overview of the procedure to fabricate the proposed
stretchable sensing array. a, b) Preparation of the upper part
and the lower part. c) Align and bond the two parts together. d)
Functionalize the sensing array by filling channels with eGaIn,
and inserting electrodes to form the electronic interface.

a third, intermediate, layer (thickness tp ) comprising a twodimensional array of Np small, square micropillars (width
wp ). The micropillars are centered between the microchannels,
when viewed from above and are separated by a contiguous
free space. By reducing the pillar width wp , the effective
stiffness of the layer is reduced, and the pressure-induced
strain increased, yielding a more rapid increase in capacitance
with pressure. By way of illustration, for small strains, the
layer can be modeled as a linear elastic solid, with elastic
modulus E. In this regime, the effective stiffness K of the
micropillar layer, with cross-sectional area A = Np wp2 , is
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approximately
K = EA/tp = ENp wp2 /tp .

(1)

More generally, for a nonlinear material with constitutive
behavior σ() describing the change in stress σ = F/A
with strain  = x/tp , where A is the area, the force F and
displacement x in uniaxial loading are related by a surface
integral over the ensemble of Np pillars
F (x) =

Np Z
X
i=1

dz σz () = Np wp2 σ(),  = x/tp
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where σ is the average surface pressure, and Ap =
is
the surface area of a pillar. We note that our design does not
depend explicitly on this model. However, Equations (1) or
(2) illustrate the role of the square of feature width wp2 in
determining the force that results from a given displacement
x, and the role of thickness tp in scaling the operating
displacement. In earlier work [6], we demonstrated that solid
mechanics, when combined with a transmission line model
of mutual capacitance, is sufficient to accurately predict the
sensor output, indicating that the aforementioned parameters
are suitable for tailoring sensor performance.
To facilitate robust data acquisition, we further introduce
four interface components, consisting of arrays of short segments of channels that are independently cast and connected
to the main sensing membrane with thin-wall microchannels
(Figure 2(a,e)). These offset structures isolate the microchannels from mechanical stresses induced during testing, an
important consideration during prototyping.
We designed a prototype device with upper and lower layers
of microchannels (diameter d = 300 µm, spacing s = 2 mm),
embedded in upper and lower polymer layers (t = 500 µm);
see Figure 1 (a). The micropillar layer has thickness tp = 600
µm and an 8×8 array (Np = 64) of pillars with width wp = 1
mm.
III. M ODELING AND N UMERICAL S IMULATION
To validate the sensor design, we performed numerical
simulations using multiphysics finite element analysis (FEA),
including electrostatic, fluid, and solid mechanics effects. We
used the simulation to investigate aspects of sensor performance, including sensitivity, linearity, and robustness. We
designed a CAD model and introduced it into a numerical
simulation (COMSOL Multiphysics, Comsol Inc.) with structure parameters that mirror those of our prototype design. For
computing efficiency, this model included only three upper and
three lower channels in the model, realizing nine sensing cells.
The modeled device was otherwise identical to the prototype
design described in Section II, with a thickness of 1.6 mm.
We simulated the device response (Fig. 3) under indentation
by a disc of diameter 2 mm that was placed concentrically
above a sensing cell at the center of the array. The sensor
was supported by a rigid platform and tested under simulated
displacement-controlled loading up to 200 µm. From the
simulation, we obtained strain and stress distributions, and
capacitances for the 9 sensing cells (Fig. 3). To validate the
design approach, we further analyzed the deformation of the

Tip2

10 measuring
system

Unit: mm

Fig. 5: Indenting tips used for characterization and the programmable mechanical testing system used in the experiments.
The inset figure shows the connection between the sensor and
data acquisition electronics.

microchannels, and the coupling between pressed and unpressed sensing cells (Fig. 3(b,c,d)).
From the simulation results, compression reduced the distance between the upper and lower channel, yielding greater
mutual capacitance (Figure 3(b,c)). There was substantial vertical compression of the upper channel and the four surrounding micropillars. The eight unpressed sensing cells showed
little displacement (less than 1%), indicating that mechanical
coupling between the channels was minimized, as intended,
by our design. Under indentation, the small magnitude of
stress at the compressed upper channel indicates that the
channel geometry, and electrode integrity, remained intact
under compressive loading (Figure 3(d)).
Due to the decrease in distance between upper and lower
channels, the capacitance increased monotonically with compressive strain (Figure 3(e)). Capacitance increased at very
small displacements, reflecting the high sensitivity of the
device. The capacitance of neighboring sensing cells remained
nearly unaffected, indicating a high level of electronic decoupling that is achieved in this design.
IV. M ULTILAYER S OFT-L ITHOGRAPHY FABRICATION
In order to fabricate the devices that we designed and
simulated, we developed a new multilayer fabrication technique, building on existing soft lithography methods. The
approach integrates a 3D printing based casting technique that
we recently developed (we refer to it as direct filament casting), and that facilitates the fabrication of networks of liquid
metal electrodes in very low modulus polymer membranes
[7]. The process involves the creation of separate functional
components that are aligned, bonded (Fig. 4), and finally
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Fig. 6: Characterization of sensing cell performance under strain controlled loading. a) Change in capacitance (black dot,
%) vs. strain (µm), showing good agreement with simulations (red dashed line). Error bars: 1 standard deviation. Measured
force (µN) is shown in blue. Inset: Test configuration. b) Capacitance changed with force in a linear fashion up to 20 µN.
c) Hysteresis of forward and backward indenting cycle. d) Sensor response to strain applied at different rates (200 µm/s to
10,000 µm/s), demonstrating remarkably little strain-rate dependence.

functionalized through the introduction of liquid metal into
conductive microchannels.
The preparation of the upper and lower components each
proceeds with the creation of 3D CAD models of negative
molds and a fixture frame that are used for casting (Figure
4(a, b)). These are printed using a photopolymer 3D printer
(Object30, Stratasys Ltd.). The upper component contains the
negative mold of the micropillar array. The mold surface is
cleaned with isopropyl alcohol and dried, and a single monofilament (South Bend Monofilament, 200 or 300 µm diameter)
spray-coated with surface release agent (Ease Release 200,
Smooth-On, Inc.) is wound around the mold, following a path
determined by fixture teeth in the mold. The bulk substrate
of the device consists of an addition cured polymer elastomer
(Ecoflex 00-30, Smooth-On, Inc.). This material is compliant
and stretchable with M100 modulus of 10 psi, 900% elongation at break, 0.1% shrinkage and dielectric strength of
13.8×106 V/m. Depending on application requirements, other
soft polymers could be used.

Additive liquid synthetic polymer components (Ecoflex 0030, as noted) are mixed, degassed and poured into the mold.
A flat acrylic cover is used to close the mold, squeezing
out extra polymer material. After curing for 6 hours, the
filament is extracted from the mold. The cast mold is heated
to 60 °C for 15 minutes, to facilitate demolding. The channels
are sealed via syringe injection of liquid polymer, using a
custom bracket and aligner. A bonding film of liquid polymer
(thickness 100 µm) is spin-coated on the lower component
(Fig. 4(c)), and the upper and lower components are aligned,
centering each micropillar between microchannel intersections
in the array. After partial curing (30 minutes), the parts are
bonded and cured for six hours. The sensing array is then
functionalized by filling all channels with liquid metal alloy
(eGaIn, 75% Ga, 25% In by mass, melting point 15.7 °C [18,
19]) under syringe injection. Since the introduction of bubbles
into the channel would impair performance, eGaIn is carefully
introduced under syringe injection, while maintaining a seal
around the injection point. They are terminated by inserting
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Fig. 7: A single sensing cell was tested with two different strain-controlled load functions: a) Trapezoidal load function with
transient strain rate of 1000 µm/s , and b) Ramp load function with strain rate of 200 µm/s. The data shown were all captured
in succession in real time, without further processing or averaging. Measurement uncertainty: See Fig. 6a.

wires and further sealing. Using this method, it is possible to
control the geometry and position of microchannels with an
accuracy of approximately 10 µm [7].
The resulting device, consisting of a 9 × 9 array in one
prototype, Figure 1(a), remains soft and highly compliant.
We have employed the same method to fabricate sensors that
varied in geometry and structural design, and hence stiffness,
including a 9 × 17 device with rectangular shape, suitable
for use in robotic or wearable sensing (Fig. 1(d-f)). Similar to
the solid cast devices described in our prior work [7], due to
the very low elastic modulus of the substrate, the resulting
devices recoverably deform to applied strains greater than
200% strain without mechanical or electronic damage. By
selecting a different commercially available polymer in the
same family, one can realize devices that are softer or stiffer,
according to application requirements.

We concurrently recorded capacitance using the electronics
described above. Dynamic loads with a step function profile,
and with ramp function profiles (load rates 200 µm/s to
10,000 µm/s) were used to assess the time-varying response
(Fig. 6). We recorded the dynamic response during loading
and unloading in order to investigate hysteresis effects.
During the multi-cell tests, the use of the sensing array for
tactile imaging was investigated by indenting the array with
a cross-shaped stamp (width 10 mm, edge width 2 mm). The
array was indented up to values reaching 300 µm. In a further
test, we assessed the device performance with the sensor
supported on a curved acrylic surface, during indentation with
the cross-shaped stamp to depths as high as 300 µm. In each
experimental condition, averages of 10 measurements were
recorded for analysis.
VI. R ESULTS AND D ISCUSSION

V. C HARACTERIZATION AND F UNCTIONAL T ESTING
We characterized the mechanical and electronic performance of the device under servo controlled indentation using stamps of variable geometry and flat or curved support
surfaces. To facilitate this, we designed custom electronics
for matrix-addressed capacitance sensing, using a dedicated
integrated circuit (AD7746, Analog Devices) and microcontroller. This yielded a sensing system with excellent sensitivity
(measured to be approx. 10 femtofarad, fF) and resolution
(approximately one attofarad, 10−18 F).
We tested the performance of a 9×9 sensor array in three
configurations. Two of these assessed the sensitivity and
dynamic range of individual sensing cells in the array, and one
assessed the utility of the device for two-dimensional tactile
imaging. In the single cell tests, the quasi-static and dynamic
response were characterized during indentation testing with a
circular stamp of diameter of 2 mm. Displacement-controlled
loading was performed via a programmable mechanical test
system (Figure 5, ElectroForce 3200 Series III, Bose Corp.).

The quasi-static response of the device is well captured
via the change in capacitance with force and displacement
during strain-controlled loading (Figure 6). The measured
results show excellent qualitative and quantitative agreement
with finite element simulations (Figure 6a). Under zero load,
the capacitance was 63.3 fF (i.e., 6.33 × 10−14 farad, standard deviation 5.8 × 10−16 F). Under displacement-controlled
loading (Figure 6), measured and simulated capacitance rose
monotonically by 25% under an imposed strain that increased
by 30%, a region that spans 42 dB of dynamic range. The
change in capacitance with applied strain was mildly nonlinear, while a nearly linear variation in capacitance was observed
as a function of force. This is consistent with the high-strain
regime that we observed with simpler, solid cast devices [6].
However, at low strains, the utility of the latter devices was
greatly limited by non-monotonic behavior. In contrast, the
monotonic performance that we observed with the device
tested here validates the multi-layer design approach presented
here.
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.
In analyzing the dynamic response of the sensor, we found
minimal levels of hysteresis, which was typically only observable at the highest strain levels, 300 µm to 500 µm (Figure 6
(c)). Indeed, there was almost no variation in sensor output
with loading rates from 200 µm/s to 10,000 µm/s (Figure
6). The sensor output closely followed the indentation profile
in both trapezoidal and ramp loading conditions (Figure 7).
During trapezoidal (quasi-step) loading, capacitance closely
tracked displacement despite significant overshoot in force
measurements (which are the normal result of rapid loading
of a soft polymer).
In a last set of experiments, we investigated the ability of
the sensor array to perform tactile sensing of distributed loads
while conforming to flat or curved surfaces. Output from the
sensor array precisely mirrored the shape of the indentation
stamp, and varied only in magnitude with indentation depth
(Figure 8). Cross-talk to adjacent (unpressed) sensing cells
was minimal, less than 1% ([7]). This was the case in spite
of the intrinsic solid mechanical coupling of adjacent sensing
cells in the array, which was minimized due to the thinness of
the device. Similar tactile imaging performance was observed
when the sensor was supported on a curved surface, with the
sensor output changing solely due to the nearer approach of
points at the apex of the support surface, which was near
the center of the stamp. A greater strain is produced at the
center of the stamp, which is closest to the support surface,
due to the curvature of the latter. As expected from our point
measurements (Fig. 6), this increased strain is reflected in

an augmentation (on the order of 3%) of the capacitance at
the stamp center, which is not a measurement artifact, but
a veridical reflection of the difference in loading across the
sensor.
VII. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we describe soft micromechanical sensors for
capacitive tactile imaging. The sensors use arrays of compliant
electrodes embedded in multi-layer soft polymer membranes.
The functional properties of these devices are facilitated by
via microfluidic channels and micropillars, which allow for
capacitance sensing and mechanical tuning. We presented
principles guiding the design of these devices and describe
soft lithography methods for fabricating them. These methods
have proven robust, repeatable, and amenable to fabricating
more complex geometries than can be easily realized with
photolithography methods. We performed three dimensional
multiphysics (mechanical and electrical, coupled) finite element simulations in order to explain, analyze the mechanical
and electronic performance, and used the results to optimize
the design of prototype sensors (9×9 sensing cells, 2×2
mm spatial resolution), which we subsequently fabricated
and tested under distributed (2D) and time-varying loading
conditions.
The observed performance was in close agreement with
numerical predictions. Through them, we determined that
these devices could achieve high sensitivity, monotonic output,
a remarkably linear force-capacitance relationship, excellent
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tactile imaging, low crosstalk, low load-rate dependence, and
low levels of hysteresis. The devices performed similarly
whether conforming to flat or curved surfaces.
The resulting tactile sensors are robust, highly conformable,
and may be suited to emerging applications in biomedical
imaging of soft tissues during clinical palpation, to wearable
sensing for human-computer interaction, or as electronic skin
for robotic manipulators or prosthetic limbs, where it may
facilitate interaction (grasping and manipulation) via touch.
Through the selection of (polymer) materials and geometric parameters, the device can readily be adapted to meet
application requirements, including compliance, sensitivity,
resolution, and dynamic range.
Despite the promising nature of these results, there are
several areas for future improvement. The use of gallium
indium liquid metal alloy electrodes limits the operating range
of temperatures to those greater than the melting point of
the conductor (15.7 °C for the alloy used in our device).
However, gallium indium alloys with higher melting point
are commercially available and, moreover, low melting point
ionic conductors could also be used, since the current carrying requirements for capacitance sensing are low. Other
areas of potential improvement include refining the fabrication
techniques to enable further miniaturization, the improving
the mechanical and electronic design of the interconnectsensor junctions, the introduction of further conducting and
insulating layers to further improve electronic performance,
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